


BAS Report - Reconciliation of GST Control in Strata
Master
When BAS returns are prepared for each corporation the Reconciliation or Confirmation table at the foot of
the BAS report should be checked and differences
should be identified and corrected.

STRATA Master accounts for GST payable/refundable on an Accrual basis in the General Ledger. STRATA
Master’s GST Reporting for the purpose of completing
Australian Taxation Office Business Activity Statements (BAS) allows for reporting GST payable/refundable
on a Cash basis.

In order to confirm that the balances in the GST control accounts are correct STRATA Master does a
reconciliation by adjusting the Cash figure for both the
Admin and Sinking Funds and adding or subtracting items to reach the balances in the ledger.

Where To Find the BAS/GST Report
Navigate to Reports in the top toolbar, and then select GST Reports. 

Causes of GST Differences

Some of the reasons that there will be a difference showing at the bottom of the form are :

This is the first BAS prepared since the plan was acquired from a previous manager.
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GST refunds and payments have not been correctly handled using the payment and refund

process.

Adjustments made to BAS Returns and the transactions not changed in STRATA Master.

The payment to the ATO or the refund would therefore not agree with the Creditor Control

Account.

The ATO has made an adjustment to an expected Refund i.e.as a result of PAYG tax owing.

Journal entries have been incorrectly made.

Transactions have been backdated into a prior BAS period that has already been lodged.

Small differences will occur with the rounding of financial transactions as GST is reported

to the ATO in whole dollars.

The GST Detail Report
This report is provided to assist in locating the cause of differences. When selecting your BAS report in the
GST Reports screen, there is a tick box provided to select to request a GST Detail Report.

An Example of a Difference
The Difference is a very similar positive figure in Admin and negative figure in Capital Works. Perusing the
GST Detail report may assist in locating the transaction that has caused these differences.

Other Reports/Transactions to Check Include -
Prior BAS reports compared to ATO returns made and then compared to funds received for refund or



payments made.

Prior BAS reports compared to the amount that generates from Strata Master today for those periods in

the event of backdated transactions

That GST refunds and payments have been processed through Accounting > GST

The staff of MRI Software Ltd limited have taken due care in preparing this Knowledge Base material,
however nothing contained herein modifies or alters in any way the standard terms set out in the STRATA
Master agreement.
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